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1. Introduction
Algorithmic multivariate polynomial system solving is a central theme of compu-
tational algebraic geometry, which arises in connection with numerous scienti(c and
technical problems (see e.g., [21,62]). In order to solve polynomial equation systems,
several symbolic and numeric algorithms have been proposed. Unfortunately, typical
symbolic elimination methods based on rewriting techniques (see e.g., [19,20]) have
superexponential complexity, which makes them infeasible for realistically sized prob-
lems. On the other hand, in the case of typical numeric (iterative) techniques (see e.g.,
[55]), it is not easy to obtain good initial guesses for the solutions of the system under
consideration.
In order to circumvent these di4culties diIerent attempts were made, from the sym-
bolic and the numeric point of view, to solve polynomial equation systems by means
of deformation techniques, based on a perturbation of the original system and a subse-
quent path-following method (see e.g., [1,6,10,18,29,42]). A common drawback of these
methods is the fact that they typically introduce spurious solutions which may be com-
putationally expensive to identify and eliminate in order to obtain the actual solutions.
In the series of papers [28,30–32,52], a new symbolic elimination algorithm was
introduced. This algorithm is based on a Jat deformation of a certain morphism of
a4ne varieties, which was isolated and re(ned in [39] (see also [58]). More precisely,
let V be a Q-de(nable equidimensional a4ne variety of dimension m, and let be
given a generically unrami(ed, (nite morphism  :V →Cm. Then, given a complete
description of a particular unrami(ed (ber −1(y0), [39] exhibits an algorithm which
computes a complete description of an arbitrary (ber −1(y) using a global version of
the Newton–Hensel lifting.
This deformation technique may be used in order to solve particular polynomial equa-
tion systems. A typical application of this method is the following (see e.g., [38,39,53]):
suppose that we are given a sparse polynomial equation system which de(nes a zero-
dimensional a4ne variety. Suppose further that a suitable replacement of some of the
coe4cients of the original polynomials by indeterminates gives a generically unrami(ed
family of zero-dimensional a4ne varieties, with underlying (nite morphism. Then, if
there exists a particular unrami(ed (ber which is easy to solve, it is possible to solve
the original system by using the algorithm of [39].
Our main objective here is to extend the “catalogue” of polynomial equation sys-
tems which may be treated using this deformation technique. For this purpose, we are
going to exhibit an algorithm which, given a generically unrami(ed family of zero-
dimensional a4ne varieties, represented by a dominant (not necessarily (nite) mor-
phism  :V →Cm, and the in(nitesimal structure of a particular (eventually rami?ed)
(ber −1(y0), computes a complete description of any (ber −1(y).
In view of the main outcome of the articles [33,40], namely the conclusion that the
elimination techniques of [28,30] can be e4ciently reduced to the case of algebraic
curves (i.e., a4ne equidimensional algebraic subvarieties of dimension 1 of Cn+1), in
this article we shall limit ourselves to this case.
Let V ⊂Cn+1 be a Q-de(nable algebraic space curve, and let us assume that
the morphism  :V →C induced by the canonical projection in the (rst coordinate is
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dominant and generically unrami(ed. Let −1(0) be a (nite and rami(ed (ber. Sup-
pose further that we are given the in(nitesimal structure of −1(0), i.e., the set of
singular parts of the Puiseux expansions of the branches of V lying above 0 (see
Section 2.2). Then we exhibit an algorithm which computes a complete description of
an arbitrary (ber −1() (see Section 4).
Our algorithmic method is essentially based on a new variant of the global Newton–
Hensel procedure of [28,30] which is described in Section 3. Its time–space complexity
is roughly O(D
), where  is the degree of V , D is the degree of  and 
=1 in several
important cases. Then our algorithm extends and improves the procedures in [39,58].
Furthermore, our algorithm treats all the branches of V lying above 0 separately,
improving thus the re(nements of [39, Section 3].
Finally, in Section 5 we illustrate our method on a few examples, where the deforma-
tion technique of [39] cannot be applied. We solve Pham–Brieskorn systems, examples
provided by discretization problems of partial diIerential equations and generalized
Reimer systems.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we (x the notation and terminology used throughout this paper. In
Section 2.1, we introduce the terminology about projections and the notion of geometric
solution of an a4ne variety. In Section 2.2, we introduce terminology about space
curves, extending the usual terminology of Puiseux expansions of plane curves (see
e.g., [64]) and rational Puiseux expansions (see e.g., [23,65]). Finally, in Section 2.3
we (x our computational model.
2.1. Geometric solutions
We use standard notions and notations of commutative algebra and algebraic geom-
etry, which can be found in e.g., [24,45,48,60].
For a given algebraically closed (eld k and m∈N, we denote by Am(k) the
m-dimensional a4ne space km equipped with its Zariski topology over k. In partic-
ular, we shall use the notation Am :=Am(C). Let us (x n∈N. Points in An+1 shall be
denoted either by (; x), with ∈C and x∈Cn, or by (; x1; : : : ; xn) with ; x1; : : : ; xn ∈C.
Let E; X1; : : : ; Xn be indeterminates over Q, let X := (X1; : : : ; Xn), and let Q[E; X ] :=
Q[E; X1; : : : ; Xn] be the ring of polynomials in the variables E; X with coe4cients in
Q. Let F1; : : : ; Fn be polynomials in Q[E; X ] which form a regular sequence of Q[E; X ]
and generate a radical ideal in Q[E; X ]. Then
V := {(; x) ∈ An+1 :F1(; x) = 0; : : : ; Fn(; x) = 0}
is an equidimensional a4ne variety of dimension dim V =1. The coordinate ring Q[V ]
and the ring of rational functions Q(V ) of V are de(ned as the quotient ring Q[E; X ]=
(F1; : : : ; Fn) and its total ring of fractions, respectively.
Let  :V →A1 be the morphism induced by the restriction to V of the canonical
projection in the (rst coordinate (; x) := . Let V =C1 ∪ · · · ∪Cs be the decomposition
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of V into irreducible components. Suppose that |Ci is dominant for 16i6s. We de(ne
the degree of  as the number D :=
∑s
i=1 [Q(Ci) :Q(E)], where [Q(Ci) :Q(E)] denotes
the degree of the ((nite) (eld extension Q(E) ,→Q(Ci) for 16i6s.
We assume that  is generically unrami?ed, i.e., the (ber −1() consists of ex-
actly D points for a generic value ∈A1. This implies that the Jacobian determinant
JF := det(@Fi=@Xj)16i; j6n is not a zero divisor in Q[V ].
Let U be a nonzero linear form of Q[X ] and let u be the element of Q[V ] in-
duced by U . Let u :V →A2 be the morphism de(ned by u(; x) := (; u(x)). By a
standard argument we conclude that the Zariski closure u(V ) of the image of V
under u is a Q-de(nable hypersurface of A2. Let Z be an indeterminate over Q.
Then there exists a unique (up to scaling by nonzero elements of Q) minimal equation
Mu ∈Q[E; Z] de(ning u(V ). From the BQezout inequality (see e.g., [26,36]) we deduce
the estimate degMu6degV . On the other hand, we have the estimate degZ Mu6D.
Let mu ∈Q(E)[Z] denote the (unique) monic multiple of Mu with degZ mu=degZ Mu.
We call mu the projection polynomial of u in V .
We de(ne the Projection Problem as follows: given F1; : : : ; Fn and the linear form
U ∈Q[X ], (nd the projection polynomial mu.
It is well-known that there exists a nonempty Zariski open set U⊂An such that for
any linear form U := 1X1 + · · · + nXn with (1; : : : ; n)∈U we have degZ mu=D.
Any linear form satisfying this condition is called generic. Let us observe that for
any generic linear form U ∈Q[X ], the induced coordinate function u is a primitive
element of the Q-algebra extension Q(E) ,→Q(V ), whose minimal polynomial over
Q(E) equals mu.
Let U ∈Q[X ] be a generic linear form. Using a suitable variant of the so-called
Shape Lemma (see e.g., [33,56]), the computation of the projection mu can be easily
extended to a symbolic solution of V in the following sense (see e.g., [28,30,33]). A
geometric solution of the a4ne variety V consists of:
• a generic linear form U ∈Q[X ],
• the projection polynomial mu ∈Q(E)[Z],
• elements v1; : : : ; vn of Q(E)[Z] such that (@mu=@Z)Xi≡ vi modQ(E)⊗Q[V ] and
degZvi¡D hold for 16i6n.
This notion of geometric solution has a long history, going back at least to [44] (see
also [47,67]). One might consider [18,27] as early references where this notion was
implicitly used in modern symbolic computation.
2.2. Space curves
We maintain the notations and assumptions introduced in Section 2.1. Let T be an
indeterminate over Q. A parameterization of the curve V is a nonconstant vector (E˜; X˜ )
of elements of the (eld of Laurent series SQ((T )), with X˜ := (X˜1; : : : ; X˜n)∈ SQ((T ))n, such
that F1(E˜; X˜ )= 0; : : : ; Fn(E˜; X˜ )= 0 holds in SQ((T )). A parameterization (E˜; X˜ ) is called
irreducible if there does not exist an integer k¿1 for which (E˜; X˜ )∈ SQ((Tk))n+1 holds.
The coeAcient ?eld of a parameterization (E˜; X˜ ) of V is the (eld extension of Q
generated by the coe4cients of the series E˜; X˜1; : : : ; X˜n.
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We de(ne the order oT (’) of ’∈ SQ((T )) as the least power of T appearing with a
nonzero coe4cient in ’. Two parameterizations (E˜; X˜ ) and (E˜′; X˜ ′) are called equiv-
alent if there exists a power series ’∈C<T = of order 1 such that E˜(T )= E˜′(’(T ));
X˜1(T )= X˜
′
1(’(T )); : : : ; X˜n(T )= X˜
′
n(’(T )) holds in SQ((T )). A branch C of the curve V
is de(ned as the equivalence class of an irreducible parameterization of V . We say
that a branch C lies above a point ∈A1 if there exists a parameterization (E˜; X˜ ) in
the equivalence class that de(nes the branch C with E˜∈ SQ<T = and E˜(0)= .
In what follows we shall consider the branches of V lying above 0. It is well-
known that if 0 is an unrami(ed value of the morphism  :V →A1 of Section 2.1,
then all the branches of V lying above 0 have a parameterization of the form (T; X˜ )
with X˜ ∈Q<T =n. Furthermore, e4cient algorithms considering the projection problem in
this case are known (see e.g., [39,58]). In this article, we shall suppose that the (ber
−1(0) is (nite and (scheme-theoretically) rami?ed, i.e., the condition #(−1(0))¡D
holds.
Now we explain how the parameterizations of the branches of V lying above 0 can
be represented by means of Puiseux series in E. Let SQ(E)∗ :=
⋃
q¿0
SQ(E1=q) denote
the (eld of Puiseux series in the variable E over SQ. It is well-known that SQ(E)∗ is an
algebraically closed (eld. In fact, it is the algebraic closure of Q(E) (see e.g., [64]).
Let us consider F1; : : : ; Fn as elements of the polynomial ring SQ(E)∗[X ]. Since the
Q-algebra extension Q(E) ,→Q(V ) is (nitely generated, it follows that the a4ne va-
riety {Sx∈An( SQ(E)∗) :F1(Sx)= 0; : : : ; Fn(Sx)= 0} has dimension zero. Therefore, under
our hypotheses there exist D := deg  distinct n-tuples x(‘) := (x(‘)1 ; : : : ; x
(‘)
n )∈ ( SQ(E)∗)n
of Puiseux series which are solutions of the system de(ned by F1; : : : ; Fn over SQ(E)∗,
i.e., such that the following equalities hold in SQ(E)∗ for 16‘6D:
F1(E; x(‘)) = 0; : : : ; Fn(E; x(‘)) = 0: (1)
For 16‘6D, let us write x(‘) := (x(‘)1 ; : : : ; x
(‘)
n ) and x
(‘)
i :=
∑
m¿m‘ a
(‘)
i;m ·E
m
e‘ (16i6n),
with e‘ ∈N, m‘ ∈Z and a(‘)i;m ∈ SQ. Without loss of generality we may assume for
16‘6D that e‘ has no common factors with the greatest common divisor of the
set of m’s for which a(‘)i;m = 0 holds. The number e‘ is called the rami?cation index
of the series x(‘). Let us remark that for 16‘6D the coe4cient (eld generated by
all the coordinates of x(‘) is a (nite extension of Q (see e.g., [23]). Its degree f‘ is
called the residual degree of x(‘).
Following [23] (see also [65]), a set of non-equivalent parameterizations
{(E˜(1); X˜ (1)); : : : ; (E˜(gˆ); X˜ (gˆ))} ⊂ SQ((T ))n+1 (2)
containing a complete set of representatives of the branches of V lying above 0 is
called a system of rational Puiseux expansions (of the branches of V lying above 0)
if it is invariant under the action of the Galois group of the (eld extension SQ=Q and
E˜(‘) = ‘T e‘ , with e‘ ∈N and ‘ ∈ SQ\{0} for 16‘6gˆ. Let g be the number of orbits
de(ned on the set (2) under the action of the Galois group of SQ=Q and suppose that
we have chosen the numbering in (2) such that the (rst g elements represent diIerent
orbits.
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Let us observe that from a given system of rational Puiseux expansions we may
easily obtain the system of classical Puiseux expansions of the branches of V lying
above 0, i.e., the complete set of solutions of (1). Indeed, let{
(E˜
(‘)
; X˜
(‘)
) :=
(
‘T e‘ ;
∑
m¿m‘
a(‘)1;mT
m; : : : ;
∑
m¿m‘
a(‘)n;mT
m
)
: 16 ‘6 g
}
(3)
be a system of rational Puiseux expansions of V , and let (‘; 
−1=e‘
‘ ∈ SQ denote a prim-
itive e‘th root of 1 and an e‘th root −1‘ for 16‘6g. Then the classical Puiseux
expansions of the branches of V lying above 0 are given by
{X˜ (‘)((j‘−1=e‘‘ E1=e‘) : 16 ‘6 g; 16 j 6 e‘}:
Observe that the rami(cation index of the expansion X˜ (‘)((j‘
−1=e‘
‘ E
1=e‘) is e‘. Let R
denote the least integer such that the partial expansion vectors
∑R
m=m‘ a
(‘)
m Tm :=∑R
m=m‘(a
(‘)
1; m; : : : ; a
(‘)
n ;m)Tm are pairwise distinct for 16‘6D. Let us remark that a com-
bination of [58, Proposition 1 and 23, Lemma 2] yields the estimate R−m‘62(e‘f‘)2.
The integer R is called the regularity index of system (3). For 16‘6g, the partial
expansion
∑R
m=m‘ a
(‘)
m Tm is called the singular part of X˜ (‘).
2.3. Computational model
Our model of computation is based on the concept of arithmetic-boolean circuits
(also called arithmetic networks) and computation trees (see e.g., [63] or [15]). An
arithmetic-boolean circuit over Q[E; X ] is a directed acyclic graph (dag for short)
whose nodes are labeled either by an element of Q∪{E; X1; : : : ; Xn}, or by an arithmetic
operation or a selection (pointing to other nodes) subject to a previous equal-to-zero
decision. On the dag associated to a given arithmetic-boolean circuit * we may play
a pebble game (see [14,57]). A pebble game is a strategy of evaluation of * which
converts * into a sequential algorithm (called computation tree) and associates to *
natural time and space measures. Space is de(ned as the maximum number arithmetic
registers used at any moment of the game, and time is de(ned as the total number of
arithmetic operations and selections performed during the game. A computation tree
without selections is called a straight-line program (see e.g., [15,37,61]). In the sequel,
we shall tacitly assume that our arithmetic-boolean circuits and computation trees in
Q[E; X ] contain only nonessential divisions, i.e., only divisions by nonzero elements
of Q.
3. Lifting procedures for ramied bers
With notations and assumptions as in Section 2.1, let {(E˜(‘); X˜ (‘)) : 16‘6g} be a
set of parameterizations which induces a system of rational Puiseux expansions of the
branches of V lying above 0 by the action of the Galois group of SQ=Q. For 16‘6g,
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let e‘; f‘ ∈N denote the rami(cation index and the residual degree of the Puiseux
expansions associated to the parameterization
(E˜
(‘)
; X˜
(‘)
) :=
(
‘T e‘ ;
∑
m¿m‘
a(‘)m T
m
)
(4)
with a(‘)m ∈ SQn for 16‘6g; m¿m‘. We have
∑g
‘=1 e‘f‘ =D [23]. Let R∈Z be the
regularity index of the system of rational Puiseux expansions (4). Let us recall the
estimate R−m‘62(e‘f‘)2 on the size of the singular parts of the parameterizations in
(4) (see Section 2.2).
Let T; Y1; : : : ; Yn be indeterminates over SQ and write Y := (Y1; : : : ; Yn). Let K (‘) :=
Q({‘; a(‘)m;1; : : : ; a(‘)m;n :m¿m‘}) be the coe4cient (eld of the parameterization (E˜(‘);
X˜ (‘)). Denote by -(‘)1 ; : : : ; -
(‘)
f‘
the morphisms of the Galois group of the (eld extension
Q ,→K (‘). For any (‘; j; k)∈N3 with 16‘6g, 16j6n and 16k6f‘, let us de(ne
G(‘; k)j ∈ SQ[T; Y ] by
G(‘;k)j := T

j;‘Fj
(
-(‘)k (‘)T
e‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )T
m + YTR
)
; (5)
where 
j; ‘ ∈Z is chosen such that the order of T in G(‘; k)j equals zero.
Our algorithmic methods are based on a deformation technique which allows us to
compute an arbitrary (ber of the morphism  :V →A1 by “lifting” the (ber −1(0). In
order to perform this process of lifting, we would like to use a global Newton–Hensel
procedure as in [28,30] (see also [39,58]). Unfortunately, this is no longer possible
because the essential hypothesis on the unrami(edness of the (ber −1(0) is missed.
In order to circumvent this di4culty, one might try to proceed as in the plane
curve case and consider the ideal I(‘; k) of SQ[T; Y ] generated by the polynomials
G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n for 16‘6g and 16k6f‘. Let V (‘; k) be the a4ne subvariety of An+1
de(ned by I(‘; k), and let (‘; k) :V (‘; k)→A1 be the morphism de(ned by (‘; k)(t; x) := t.
Unlike the plane curve case, G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n are not necessarily smooth at T =0,
unless a suitable Jatness condition is satis(ed (compare [3,4,6]). In Section 3.2, we
exhibit a Jatness condition which assures that the points of the (ber ((‘; k))−1(0) are
(G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n )-smooth. Then in Section 3.3 we describe a variant of the global
Newton–Hensel procedure of [28,30] speci(cally adapted to our situation. Finally, in
Section 3.4 we show that this Jatness condition is also necessary to assure smoothness.
Let us observe that the main results of this section, namely Theorems 5 and 7 below,
depend on the in(nitesimal structure of the (ber −1(0), and hence can be (slightly)
generalized to the case where F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E](E)[X ] and
generate a radical ideal of Q[E](E)[X ]. Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity we are not
going to prove this generalization.
3.1. Properties of the ideal I(‘; k)
Let us (x integers ‘; k with 16‘6g and 16k6f‘. In order to exhibit our Jatness
condition we (rst need to establish some properties of the ideal I(‘; k).
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Let I(‘; k) SQ(T )∗[Y ] denote the (extended) ideal generated by I(‘; k) in SQ(T )∗[Y ].
In order to describe the zero set of I(‘; k) SQ(T )∗[Y ] in An( SQ(T )∗), for any pair (‘; k)
let L‘; k be the set of pairs (‘′; k ′) for which there exists a vector of Puiseux series
associated to the (‘′; k ′)th parameterization which agrees up to order R with another
one associated to the (‘; k)th parameterization, i.e.,
L‘;k :=
{
(‘′; k ′); e‘ = e‘′ ; m‘ = m‘′ ; (∃−1=e‘‘ )(∃−1=e‘′‘′ )
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
mTm =
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
m )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
mTm
}
:
(6)
The sets L‘; k form a partition of the set of pairs
⋃
16‘6g{‘} × {1; : : : ; f‘}.
Lemma 1. The extended ideal I(‘; k) SQ(T )∗[Y ] de?nes a zero-dimensional subvariety
V˜ (‘; k) of An( SQ(T )∗). Furthermore, we have
V˜
(‘;k) ∩ SQ<T =n =
{ ∑
m¿R
-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
m )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
mTm−R; (‘′; k ′) ∈L‘;k
}
:
(7)
Proof. From the de(nition of G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n and the parameterization (E˜(‘); X˜ (‘)), it
follows that the vector of power series
∑
m¿R -
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
m )Tm−R is a point of V˜ (‘; k)⊂
An( SQ(T )∗). On the other hand, we observe that any point of V˜ (‘; k) induces univocally
a (nite set of points Sx∈An( SQ(E)∗) such that Fj(E; Sx)= 0 holds in SQ(E)∗ for 16j6n.
Since {x∈An( SQ(E)∗) :F1(Sx)= 0; : : : ; Fn(Sx)= 0} has dimension zero (see Section 2.2),
it follows that V˜ (‘; k) must also have dimension zero.
Now we show identity (7). Let Vˆ (‘; k) be the right-hand side of identity (7):
Vˆ
(‘;k)
:=
{ ∑
m¿R
-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
m )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
mTm−R; (‘′; k ′) ∈L‘;k
}
:
It is easy to see that Vˆ (‘; k)⊂ V˜ (k; ‘) holds. On the other hand, we observe that any point∑
m¿0 bmT
m ∈ V˜ (‘; k) ∩ SQ<T =n induces a unique parameterization
’ :=
(
-(‘)k (‘)T
e‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )T
m +
∑
m¿R
bm−RTm
)
of a branch of V lying above 0, and hence a vector of Puiseux series
Sx :=
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
mEm=e‘ +
∑
m¿R
bm−R-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
mEm=e‘
satisfying Fj(E; Sx)= 0 for j=1; : : : ; n. Then there exists (‘0; k0) such that Sx=∑
m¿m‘0
-(‘0)k0 (a
(‘0)
m )-
(‘0)
k0 (
−1
‘0 )
m=e‘0Em=e‘0 . This shows that (‘0; k0) belongs to L‘; k
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and ’=(-(‘)k (‘)T
e‘ ;
∑
m¿m‘ -
(‘0)
k0 (a
(‘0)
m )-
(‘0)
k0 (
−1=e‘0
‘0 )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
mTm) holds. Then∑
m¿R bmT
m−R=
∑
m¿R -
(‘0)
k0 (a
(‘0)
m )-
(‘0)
k0 (
−1=e‘0
‘0 )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
mTm−R, which shows
identity (7).
Let us observe that G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n are obtained from F1; : : : ; Fn by applying the
mapping 1(‘; k)R : SQ[E; X ]→ SQ[T; Y ] de(ned by
1(‘;k)R (F(E; X )) := T

FF
(
-(‘)k (‘)T
e‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )T
m + YTR
)
;
where 
F ∈Z is chosen such that the order of T in 1(‘; k)R (F) is zero. In order to
“invert” the mapping 1(‘; k)R , up to a power of E, we introduce the following morphism
2(‘; k)R : SQ(T )[Y ]→ SQ(E)[X ] of SQ-algebras:
2(‘;k)R (F(T; Y )) :=F
(
E;E−R
(
X −
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )E
m
))
:
We have E
F2(‘; k)R (1
(‘; k)
R (F))=F(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) for any F ∈ SQ[E; X ].
Lemma 2. G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n form a regular sequence of SQ[T; Y ].
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, assume that G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n do not form a regular
sequence. Then there exists j¿2 such that G(‘; k)j is a zero divisor of SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k),
i.e., there exist H˜ ; P˜1; : : : ; P˜j−1 ∈ SQ[T; Y ] such that
H˜1(‘;k)R (Fj) = H˜G
(‘;k)
j =
j−1∑
i=1
P˜iG
(‘;k)
i =
j−1∑
i=1
P˜i1
(‘;k)
R (Fi) (8)
holds in SQ[T; Y ]. Applying the morphism 2(‘; k)R to the left- and right-hand side members
of identity (8) and multiplying by a suitable power of E, we deduce that there exist
H; P1; : : : ; Pj−1 ∈ SQ[E; X ] such that
HFj(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) =
j−1∑
i=1
PiFi(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) (9)
holds in SQ[E; X ]. Identity (9) may be rewritten in the following way:
e‘−1∑
h=0
EhHhFj(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) =
e‘−1∑
h=0
Eh
j−1∑
i=1
Pi;hFi(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) (10)
with Hh; P1; h; : : : ; Pj−1; h ∈ SQ[Ee‘ ; X ] for 06h6e‘ − 1. Then identity (10) holds if and
only if the following identity:
HhFj(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) =
j−1∑
i=1
Pi;hFi(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X )
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holds in SQ[E; X ] for 06h6e‘ − 1. This implies that Fj is a zero divisor of the
SQ-algebra SQ[E; X ]=(F1; : : : ; Fj−1), which contradicts our hypotheses.
Let us remark that Lemma 2 shows in particular that the ring SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k) is
Cohen–Macaulay.
From now on we (x the notations: JF := det(@Fi=@Xj)16i; j6n, JG := det(@G
(‘; k)
i =
@Yj)16i; j6n.
Lemma 3. The ideal I(‘; k) is a radical ideal of SQ[T; Y ].
Proof. Since by hypothesis the morphism  is generically unrami(ed, the Jacobian
determinant JF is not a zero divisor of SQ[E; X ]=(F1; : : : ; Fn). We claim that the Jacobian
determinant JG is not a zero divisor of SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k).
Suppose that there exist polynomials H˜ ; P˜1; : : : ; P˜n ∈ SQ[T; Y ] such that
H˜JG =
n∑
i=1
P˜iG
(‘;k)
i (11)
holds in SQ[T; Y ]. Observe that JF(-(‘)k (‘)Ee‘ ; X )=E
2
(‘; k)
R (JG) holds for a suitable

∈Z. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2 we conclude that there exist polynomials
Hh; Pi; h ∈ SQ[Ee‘ ; X ] for 06h6e‘ − 1 and 16i6n such that identity (11) holds if and
only if the identity
HhJF(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X ) =
n∑
i=1
PiFi(-
(‘)
k (‘)E
e‘ ; X )
holds in SQ[Ee‘ ; X ] for 06h6e‘−1. We conclude that JF is a zero divisor of SQ[E; X ]=
(F1; : : : ; Fn), contradicting thus the hypothesis on the generic unrami(edness of . We
conclude that JG is not a zero divisor of SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k). This implies that the ideal
generated by the n× n minors of the Jacobian matrix of G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G(‘; k)n with respect
to T; Y1; : : : ; Yn has codimension at least 1 in SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k). Since SQ[T; Y ]=I(‘; k) is
a Cohen–Macaulay ring, from [24, Theorem 18.15] we conclude that I(‘; k) is radical.
3.2. The unrami?edness of the morphism (‘; k) at T =0
In what follows, we shall use the following terminology: For a given polynomial
G ∈ SQ[T; Y ] := SQ[T; Y1; : : : ; Yn], let us write G(T; Y )=T
g(Y )+Gˆ, where g is a nonzero
polynomial of SQ[Y ] and Gˆ ∈Q[T; Y ] has order at least 
 + 1 in T . The polynomial
g(Y ) is called the initial form of G and is denoted in(G).
Let us (x ‘; k ∈N with 16‘6g and 16k6e‘. We are going to show that the
morphism (‘; k) :V (‘; k)→A1 de(ned by (‘; k)(t; y) := t is unrami(ed at every point
of the (ber ((‘; k))−1(0). For this purpose, we are going to prove that for any point
b∈ ((‘; k))−1(0) there exists a unique holomorphic branch of the curve V (‘; k) pass-
ing through b, and b∈ ((‘; k))−1(0) has multiplicity 1 in this branch. This is equiva-
lent to showing that the zero-dimensional a4ne variety de(ned by the (initial) ideal
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in(I(‘; k))⊂ SQ[Y ] generated by the set {in(F) :F ∈I(‘; k)} has as many points as the
number of holomorphic branches of V (‘; k) passing through points of ((‘; k))−1(0),
namely #(V˜ (‘; k) ∩ SQ<T =n) with the notations of Lemma 1. This is the content of our
next result.
Proposition 4. Let W (‘; k) denote the aAne subvariety of An de?ned by the ideal
in(I(‘; k)). Then the following identity holds in An:
W (‘;k) = {-(‘′)k′ (a(‘
′)
R )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
R-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
R : (‘′; k ′) ∈L‘;k}:
Proof. Let Wˆ (‘; k) := {-(‘′)k′ (a(‘
′)
R )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
R-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
R : (‘′; k ′)∈L‘; k}. We want to
show that W (‘; k) = Wˆ (‘; k) holds.
We (rst prove the inclusion W (‘; k)⊃ Wˆ (‘; k). Let b∈ Wˆ (‘; k) and let F ∈I(‘; k). Then
there exists (‘′; k ′)∈L‘; k such that b= -(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
R )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
R-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
R holds. Let
us write F =T
 in(F) + Fˆ , with in(F)∈ SQ[Y ]\{0} and Fˆ ∈ SQ[T; Y ] of order at least

+ 1 in T . From Lemma 1 we have
0 = F
(
T;
∑
m¿R
-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
m )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
mTm−R
)
= T
in(F)(-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
R )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
R-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
R) + T
+1fˆ(T )
= T
in(F)(b) + T
+1fˆ(T );
with fˆ∈ SQ <T =. Then in(F)(b)= 0, which shows the inclusion W (‘; k)⊃ Wˆ (‘; k).
In order to prove the converse inclusion, let U ∈Q[X ] be a generic linear form, i.e., a
linear form whose projection polynomial mu ∈Q(E)[Z] has degree D (see Section 2.1).
For 16i6D, let U (i) be the element of SQ(E)∗ de(ned by U (i) :=U (x(i)), where
{x(1); : : : ; x(D)} denote the classical Puiseux expansions of the branches of V lying
above 0. Let u be the rational function induced by U in Q(V ). Observe that
∏D
i=1 (Z−
U (i)) annihilates u in the zero-dimensional SQ(E)∗-algebra SQ(E)∗⊗Q(V ). Taking into
account that
∏D
i=1 (Z−U (i)) belongs to Q(E)[Z] (see [23]) and has degree D in Z , we
conclude that mu=
∏D
i=1 (Z−U (i)) holds. This shows that U (j) =U (k) for 16j¡k6D
and we have the following expression for mu(Z) in SQ(E)∗[Z] (compare [23]):
mu(E; Z) =
g∏
‘=1
f‘∏
k=1
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z − ∑
m¿m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
m(jm‘ E
m=e‘
)
;
where -(‘)1 ; : : : ; -
(‘)
f‘
range over all the morphisms of the Galois group of the (eld
extension Q ,→K (‘) and −1=e‘‘ ; (‘ denote an e‘th root of −1‘ and a primitive e‘th root
of 1. From [23, Theorem 2], we deduce that, for 16‘6g,
m(‘)u :=
f‘∏
k=1
m(‘;k)u
:=
f‘∏
k=1
(
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z − ∑
m¿m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
m(jm‘ E
m=e‘
))
(12)
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is an irreducible polynomial of Q((E))[Z], and, for 16k6f‘, m(‘; k)u is an irreducible
element of SQ((E))[Z] satisfying
m(‘;k)u (-
(‘)
k (‘)T
e‘ ; Z) =
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z − ∑
m¿m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))((
j
‘T )
m
)
: (13)
For 16‘6g and 16k6f‘, let us consider the morphism of SQ-algebras
1˜
(‘;k)
R : SQ((E))[X ]→ SQ((T ))[Y ]
F(E; X ) → F
(
-(‘)k (‘)T
e‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )T
m + YTR
)
:
Let us (x ‘′; k ′ with 16‘′6g and 16k ′6e‘. Applying the morphism 1˜
(‘; k)
R to the
polynomial m(‘
′; k′)
u (E; U (X )), from identity (12) we obtain
1˜
(‘;k)
R (m
(‘′;k′)
u (E; U (X )))
=
e‘′∏
j=1
(
R−1∑
m=m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))T
m + U (Y )TR
− ∑
m¿m‘
U (-(‘
′)
k′ (a
(‘′)
m ))-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
m-(‘)k (
1=e‘
‘ )
m(jm‘ T
me‘=e‘′
)
:
This identity shows that all the factors of 1˜(‘; k)R (m
(‘′; k′)
u (E; U (X ))) have order at most
R and the coe4cient of the least nonzero power of T arising in the Laurent series
1˜(‘; k)R (m
(‘′; k′)
u (E; U (X )))∈ SQ[Y ]((T )) is
• either of the form 
U (Y −-(‘′)k′ (a(‘
′)
R )-
(‘′)
k′ (
−1=e‘′
‘′ )
R-(‘)k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
R) with 
∈ SQ\{0}, in
case that (‘′; k ′)∈L‘; k holds,
• or a nonzero constant 
∈ SQ otherwise.
We deduce that the coe4cients of the least nonzero power of T arising in the
following elements of SQ[Y ]((T )):
1˜
(‘;k)
R
( ∏
(‘′;k′)∈L‘;k
m(‘
′;k′)
u (E; U (X ))
)
; 1˜
(‘;k)
R
( ∏
(‘′;k′) =∈L‘;k
m(‘
′;k′)
u (E; U (X ))
)
are of the form 

∏
b∈Wˆ (‘; k) U1(Y−b)∈ SQ[Y ] with 
∈ SQ\{0}, and a constant 
˜∈ SQ\{0},
respectively. We conclude that the following identity holds:
in(1(‘;k)R (mu(E; U (X )))) = 

∏
b∈Wˆ (‘;k)
U (Y − b): (14)
Since mu(E; U (X ))∈I(V ), we conclude that there exists 
∈Z such that
T
1(‘; k)R (mu(E; U (X )))∈I(‘; k). Then in(1(‘; k)R (mu(E; U (X ))))∈ in(I(‘; k)).
Now, let U1; : : : ; Un be Q-linearly independent generic linear forms. Repeating the
previous arguments with U1; : : : ; Un, from identity (14) we conclude that W (‘; k) is a
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zero-dimensional subvariety of An. Furthermore, we have
deg Wˆ
(‘;k)
6 degW (‘;k) 6 deg
( ∏
b∈Wˆ (‘;k)
U1(Y − b)
)
= #(Wˆ
(‘;k)
):
This shows that #(Wˆ (‘; k))= #(W (‘; k)). Therefore, taking into account the inclusion
Wˆ (‘; k)⊂W (‘; k), we see that W (‘; k) = Wˆ (‘; k) holds.
Now we exhibit a Jatness condition which assures that any point of the (ber
((‘; k))−1(0) is (G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n )-smooth. For this purpose, we introduce the notion
of standard basis (see [20]). A set {G1; : : : ; Gs}⊂ SQ[T; Y ] := SQ[T; Y1; : : : ; Yn] is called a
standard basis (of the ideal I they generate) if the ideal (in(G1); : : : ; in(Gs)) generated
by the initial forms of G1; : : : ; Gs in SQ[Y ] agrees with the ideal in(I) := (in(G) : G ∈ I)
generated by the initial forms of all the polynomials G ∈ I .
Theorem 5. Let notations and assumptions be as above. Suppose further that
G(‘; k)1 (T; Y ); : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n (T; Y ) form a standard basis of the ideal I(‘; k). Then the Jaco-
bian determinant JG does not vanish at any point of ((‘; k))−1(0).
Proof. Since G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n form a standard basis of I(‘; k) we see that
((‘;k))−1(0) = {0} × V (G(‘;k)1 (0; Y ); : : : ; G(‘;k)n (0; Y ))
= {0} × V (in(G(‘;k)1 ); : : : ; in(G(‘;k)n )) = {0} ×W (‘;k)
holds. From Proposition 4 we see that for any b∈W (‘; k) there exists a unique vector
of power series ’∈ SQ<T = such that ’(0)= b and G(‘; k)i (T; ’)= 0 hold for 16i6n.
Then [3, Lemma 3] shows that Y = b has multiplicity 1 as a zero of the ideal gen-
erated by G(‘; k)1 (0; Y ); : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n (0; Y ). Therefore, JG does not vanish at any point
(0; y)∈ ((‘; k))−1(0).
3.3. A global Newton–Hensel lifting
As expressed in the introduction, our purpose is to solve (in the sense of Section 2.1)
certain speci(c polynomial equation systems by means of deformations. Applying a
suitable variant of the so-called Shape Lemma (see [33,43,56]), polynomial equation
solving can be e4ciently reduced to the problem of computing generic linear projec-
tions. In our context, this problem can be stated as follows:
Lifting of a projection: given a set {(E˜(1); X˜ (1)); : : : ; (E˜(g); X˜ (g))} of parameteriza-
tions of V , whose orbits under the action of the Galois group of SQ=Q form a system
of rational Puiseux expansions of the branches of the curve V lying above 0, and a
generic linear form U ∈Q[X ], compute the projection polynomial mu ∈Q(E)[Z].
Let us (x ‘ with 16‘6g and let S1; S2 be indeterminates over Q. Let q(‘) be a
monic irreducible polynomial of Q[S1] of degree f‘ = [K (‘) :Q] such that there exists
a Q-isomorphism of (elds 9‘ :Q[S1]=(q(‘)(S1))→K (‘). For any m¿m‘ and 16j6n,
let f(‘); f(‘)m; j be the (unique) polynomials of Q[S1] of degree at most f‘−1, such that
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9‘(f(‘)) := −1‘ and 9‘(f
(‘)
m ) := a
(‘)
m; j. Finally, let p
(‘) ∈Q[S1; S2] be the polynomial
p(‘) := S e‘2 − f(‘)(S1), and let
W (‘) := {(s1; s2) ∈ A2 : p(‘)(s1; s2) = 0; q(‘)(s1) = 0}: (15)
It is easy to see that W (‘) is a zero-dimensional variety of degree degW (‘) = e‘f‘.
[23] shows that the (eld K (‘) is the (eld extension of Q generated by the coe4cients
a(‘)j;m for 16j6n and m‘6m6R. In particular, K
(‘) is the minimal (eld extension of
Q containing the coe4cients of the singular parts of the given set of rational Puiseux
expansions.
For ;¿R, let u(;; ‘) :=
∑;
m=m‘ U (f
(‘)
m (S1))(S2T )m ∈Q(S1; S2; T ) and let <u(;; ‘) ∈Q(T )
[Z] denote the characteristic polynomial of the projection (‘)u(;; ‘) :A
1×W (‘)→A2 de(ned
by (‘)u(;; ‘) (t; s1; s2) := (t; u
(;; ‘)(t; s1; s2)). We have
<u(;;‘) =
f‘∏
k=1
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z −
;∑
m=m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))((
j
‘-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )T )
m
)
: (16)
Observe that if the norm in the (eld extension K (‘)(-(‘)k (
−1=e‘
‘ )T )=Q(Te‘) is extended
to polynomials, then <u(;; ‘) is the norm of Z−
∑;
m=m‘ U (a
(‘)
m )
−1=e‘
‘ T
m. This shows that
<u(;; ‘) is an element of Q(Te‘)[Z].
Before continuing, we introduce the following terminology: for G; G˜ ∈ SQ((E)) and
any s∈Z, we say that G˜ approximates G with precision s in SQ((E)) if the Laurent
series G− G˜ has order at least s+1 in E. We shall use the notation G≡ G˜mod(Es+1).
Furthermore, if G; G˜ are two elements of a polynomial ring SQ((E))[Z], we say that G˜
approximates G with precision s if every coe4cient a˜∈ SQ((E)) of G˜ approximates the
corresponding coe4cient a∈ SQ((E)) of G with precision s (in the sense of the previous
de(nition).
From identities (12) and (16) we easily deduce that the congruence relation
m(‘)u (T
e‘ ; Z) ≡ <u(;;‘) (T; Z)mod(T;−0m‘e‘f‘+1) (17)
holds in Q((T ))[Z], with 0 :=−1 for m‘¡0 and 0 := 0 otherwise. Taking into account
that <u(;; ‘) (T; Z) is an element of Q(Te‘)[Z], replacing Te‘ by E in (17) we obtain the
following result:
Lemma 6. For any ;¿R, <u(;; ‘) (E1=e‘ ; Z)∈Q(E)[Z] approximates the polynomial
m(‘)u (E; Z)∈Q((E))[Z] with precision (; − 0m‘e‘f‘)=e‘ in Q((E))[Z].
Now we state our version of the global Newton–Hensel lifting.
Theorem 7. Let hypotheses be as in Theorem 5. Let be given ;¿0. For 16j6n, let
G(‘)j be the following element of Q[S1; S2; S−12 ; T; Y ]:
G(‘)j (S1; S2; T; Y ) := T

j‘Fj
(
Te‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
f(‘)m (S1)(S2T )
m + YTR
)
:
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Let NG(‘) be the Newton–Hensel operator associated to G
(‘)
1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n , namely
NG(‘) (Y ) := Y −
(
@G(‘)i
@Yj
)−1
16i;j6n
(G(‘)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n )
t ; (18)
where t denotes transposition, and let N;G(‘) denote the ;th fold iteration of NG(‘) .
Finally, let
u˜(;;‘) := U
(
R−1∑
m=m‘
f(‘)m (S1)(S2T )
m + N;G(‘) (S1; S2; T; f
(‘)
R (S1)S
R
2 )T
R
)
and let <u˜ (‘; k) ∈ SQ(T )[Z] be its characteristic polynomial. Then <u˜(‘; k) (E1=e‘ ; Z) approx-
imates the polynomial m(‘)u with precision (R− 1− 0m‘e‘f‘ +2;)=e‘ in Q((E))[Z].
Proof. Let (s1; s2) be a point of the variety W (‘). Then there exists a (unique) pair
(k; j) with 16k6f‘ and 16j6e‘, such that f(‘)(s1)= -
(‘)
k (
−1
‘ ), s2 = (
j
‘-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
and f(‘)m (s1)= -
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
m ) hold for m‘6m6R. This implies that the following identity
holds in SQ[T; Y ] for 16i6n:
G(‘)i (s1; s2; T; Y ) = s

j‘
2 G
(‘;k)
i (s2T; s
−R
2 Y ): (19)
Let us observe that sR2-
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
R )∈An belongs to the a4ne variety de(ned by G(‘)1 (s1;
s2; 0; Y ); : : : ; G
(‘)
n (s1; s2; 0; Y ). Furthermore, from Theorem 5 and identity (19) we
conclude that JG(‘) (T; Y ) := det(@G
(‘)
i =@Yj)16i; j6n(s1; s2; T; Y ) does not vanish at
(0; sR2-
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
R ))∈An+1, and hence JG(‘) (T; sR2-(‘)k (a(‘)R )) is a unit in the local ring
( SQ<T =; (T )).
From Hensel’s Lemma (see e.g., [24]) in the version of [39] we deduce that the
following congruence relation holds in SQ<T =n:
N;G(‘) (s1; s2; T; -
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
R )s
R
2 ) ≡
∑
m¿R
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )s
m
2 T
m−Rmod(T 2
;
):
Therefore, we obtain
U
(
R−1∑
m=m‘
f(‘)m (s1)(s2T )
m + NG(‘) (s1; s2; T; -
(‘)
k (a
(‘)
R )s
R
2 )T
R
)
≡ U
( ∑
m¿m‘
-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m )(s2T )
m
)
mod(TR+2
;
);
which implies u˜(;; ‘)(s1; s2; T )≡ u(R−1+2;; ‘)(s1; s2; T )mod(TR+2;).
Lemma 6 shows that <u(R−1+2;; ‘) (E
1=e‘ ; Z) approximates m(‘)u in Q((E))[Z] with preci-
sion (R− 1− 0m‘e‘f‘+2;)=e‘. Therefore, <u˜(;; ‘) (E1=e‘ ; Z) also approximates m(‘)u in
Q((E))[Z] with precision (R− 1− 0m‘e‘f‘ + 2;)=e‘. This proves the theorem.
3.4. Unrami?edness and Datness conditions
All the hypotheses of Theorems 5 and 7 are fairly “geometric” in nature, and hence
reasonable assumptions from our point of view (compare [39]), except perhaps for the
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standard basis requirement. Nevertheless, this is not an arbitrary “algebraic” require-
ment, as shown by the following result:
Lemma 8. Let notations and assumptions be as in Lemmas 1–3. Suppose that the
morphism (‘; k) is unrami?ed at T =0. Then G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n form a standard basis
of the ideal I(‘; k).
Proof. Let x∈An+1 be a point of the (ber ((‘; k))−1(0). Let (OV (‘; k) ; x;mx) denote the
local ring of the point x on the variety V (‘; k) and let (OA1 ;0;m0) denote the local ring
of 0 on A1. Since (‘; k) is unrami(ed at T =0, we have
mx = ((‘;k))∗(m0) (20)
for any x∈ ((‘; k))−1(0), where ((‘; k))∗ denotes the local homomorphism ((‘; k))∗ :
OA1 ;0→OV (‘; k) ; x induced by the morphism (‘; k).
Identity (20) implies that the morphism dx(‘; k) :TV (‘; k) ; x→TA1 ;0 of tangent spaces
is injective [22]. We deduce that the dimension dim (TV (‘; k) ; x) of the tangent space
TV (‘; k) ; x of V (‘; k) at x is at most 1. Taking into account that V (‘; k) is an equidimensional
variety of dimension 1 (Lemma 2), we conclude that dim (TV (‘; k) ; x)= 1. Therefore, x
is a smooth point of V (‘; k).
Identity (20) shows that the quotient ring OV (‘; k) ; x=((‘; k))∗(m0) is a zero-dimensional
SQ-algebra. Let us observe that OV (‘; k) ; x is a Cohen–Macaulay ring (because it is a
localization of a Cohen–Macaulay ring), the local ring OA1 ;0 is a regular ring and the
identity
dimOV (‘; k) ; x = dimOA1 ;0 + dimOV (‘; k) ; x=(
(‘; k))∗(m0)
holds. Then applying [48, Theorem 23.1] we conclude that the local homomorphism
((‘;k))∗ :OA1 ;0 → OV (‘;k) ; x (21)
induced by (‘; k) is Jat.
We observe that the localization SQ[V (‘; k)]m0 is a semilocal ring, whose maximal
ideals correspond to the maximal ideals mx induced by the points x of ((‘; k))−1(0).
Therefore, since the morphism of (21) is Jat for any point x∈ ((‘; k))−1(0), applying
[48, Theorem 7.1] we conclude that
((‘;k))∗ : SQ[A1]m0 → SQ[V (‘;k)]m0
is Jat, i.e., (‘; k) is Jat at T =0. Therefore, from [5, Part I, Proposition 3.1] (see also
[6]) it follows that any syzygy (h1; : : : ; hn)∈ SQ[Y ]n of the polynomials G(‘; k)1 (0; Y ); : : : ;
G(‘; k)n (0; Y ) “lifts” to a syzygy (H1; : : : ; Hn)∈ SQ[T; Y ]n of G(‘; k)1 ; : : : ; G(‘; k)n , i.e., for
16i6n the identity Hi(0; Y )= hi(Y ) holds.
Now we adapt the contents of e.g., [49] to our setting. For F ∈ SQ[T; Y ], let oT (F)
denote the highest power of T dividing F . We claim that any polynomial G ∈I(‘; k)
has a representation
G =
n∑
i=1
HiG
(‘;k)
i (22)
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with order oT (Hi)¿oT (G) for 16i6n. Let G ∈I(‘; k) be a polynomial with a represen-
tation G=
∑n
i=1 HiG
(‘; k)
i . Let 
 := min{oT (Hi) : 16i6n}; and suppose that 
¡oT (G)
holds. Let J be the set of indices i for which 
= oT (Hi) holds. Then the identity∑
i∈J
(T−
Hi)(0; Y )G
(‘;k)
i (0; Y ) = 0
shows that (h1; : : : ; hn)∈ SQ[Y ]n, with hi := (T−
Hi)(0; Y ) if i∈J and hi := 0 otherwise,
is a syzygy of G(‘; k)1 (0; Y ); : : : ; G
(‘; k)
n (0; Y ). Then there exists a lifting (H˜1; : : : ; H˜n)∈
SQ[T; Y ]n of the syzygy (h1; : : : ; hn), and we have
G =
n∑
i=1
(Hi − T
H˜ i)G(‘;k)i
with oT (Hi−T
H˜i)¿
 for 16i6n. Repeating this argument at most oT (G) times, we
conclude the validity of our claim.
Finally, let G ∈I(‘; k). Then we have a representation of G as in (22), with order
oT (Hi)¿oT (G) for 16i6n. Let J be the (nonempty) set of indices i for which
oT (G)= oT (Hi) holds. Then we have
in(G) = (T−oT (G)G)(0; Y ) =
∑
i∈J
(T−oT (G)Hi)(0; Y ) · G(‘;k)i (0; Y )
=
∑
i∈J
(T−oT (G)Hi)(0; Y ) · in(G(‘;k)i ):
This shows that G(‘;k)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘;k)
n form a standard basis of the ideal I(‘;k).
4. Algorithms and complexity estimates
Let notations and assumptions be as in Section 2.1. Let  := degV denote the degree
of the variety V , and let D := deg  denote the degree of the morphism  :V →A1.
Suppose that we are given a straight-line program * computing F1; : : : ; Fn with space
S and time T.
Let S1; S2 be indeterminates over Q. With the notations of Section 3.3, for 16‘6g
and m‘6m6R, let q(‘); f(‘); f
(‘)
m;1; : : : ; f
(‘)
m;n ∈Q[S1] and p(‘) ∈Q[S1; S2] be polynomials
de(ning the system of rational Puiseux expansions of the branches of V lying above 0
of Section 3.3. In particular, we have the estimates deg(q(‘))=f‘, deg(f(‘))¡f‘ and
deg(f(‘)m; i)¡f‘ for 16i6n, and the singular parts of the (classical) Puiseux expansions
of the branches of V lying over 0 are given by
g⋃
‘=1
{(
Te‘ ;
R∑
m=m‘
f(‘)m (s1)s
m
2 T
m
)
; p(‘)(s1; s2) = q(‘)(s1) = 0
}
; (23)
where f(‘)m := (f
(‘)
m;1; : : : ; f
(‘)
m;n)∈Q[S1]n. Let U ∈Q[X ] a generic linear form, i.e., a
linear form whose projection polynomial mu ∈Q(E)[Z] satis(es degZ mu=D. Then
identity (12) of Section 3 shows that mu has the following factorization into irreducible
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factors in Q((E))[Z]:
mu =
g∏
‘=1
m(‘)u
:=
g∏
‘=1
(
f‘∏
k=1
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z − ∑
m¿m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
m(jm‘ E
m=e‘
))
: (24)
In this section, we exhibit an algorithm which has as input the straight-line pro-
gram * and the dense representation of p(‘); q(‘); f(‘); f(‘)m;1; : : : ; f
(‘)
m;n for 16‘6g and
m‘6m6R and computes a geometric solution of V .
Let us (x ‘ with 16‘6g. The critical part of our algorithm is a procedure which
computes a suitable approximation mˆ(‘)u ∈Q(E)[Z] of the polynomial m(‘)u ∈Q((E))[Z].
This procedure applies our variant of the global Newton–Hensel lifting of [28,30],
based on Theorem 7. For this purpose, we shall deal with the variety W (‘) of (15),
namely
W (‘) := {(s1; s2) ∈ A2 : q(‘)(s1) = 0; p(‘)(s1; s2) = 0}:
From the fact that degW (‘) = e‘f‘ holds, we easily conclude that S2 is a primitive
element of the Q-algebra extension Q ,→Q[W (‘)]. Therefore, we have a geometric
solution of W (‘) of the form
W (‘) =
{
(s1; s2) ∈ A2 :m(‘)S2 (s2) = 0; s1
@m(‘)S2
@Z
(s2)− v(‘)(s2) = 0
}
; (25)
where m(‘)S2 ∈Q[Z] is the minimal polynomial of S2 in the extension Q ,→ Q[W (‘)]
and v(‘) ∈Q[Z] satis(es deg v(‘)¡degW (‘).
In the sequel, time-complexity estimates will be given using the standard “soft-Oh”
notation O ,˜ which does not take into account polylogarithmic terms.
Lemma 9. There exists a computation tree computing the geometric solution (25) of
W (‘) with space O(e‘f2‘ ) and time O˜(e‘f
2
‘ ).
Proof. Let us suppose (rst f‘ =1. Then we may assume without loss of general-
ity q(‘) = S1. Furthermore, we have f(‘) ∈Q\{0} and p(‘) = Se‘2 − f(‘). Therefore,
m(‘)S2 =p
(‘) =Ze‘ − f(‘) and v(‘) = 0 yield in fact the geometric solution of W (‘) we
are looking for (and we have nothing to compute).
Now suppose that f‘¿1 holds. Let us introduce a new indeterminate ?, and let
us consider the linear form L :=?S1 + S2 ∈Q[?][S1; S2]. It is easy to see that L
is a primitive element of the integral ring extension Q[?] ,→ Q[?] ⊗ Q[W (‘)], with
minimal equation
m(‘)L (Z) = ResS1 (q
(‘)(S1); p(‘)(S1; Z − ?S1)); (26)
where ResS1 (f; g) denotes the resultant of f and g with respect to S1. Following an idea
originally due to [44] (see also [2,33,47 Section II. 21,54,56]), we have a congruence
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relation:
m(‘)L (Z) = m
(‘)
S2 (Z) + ?
(
S1
@m(‘)S2
@Z
(Z) + v˜ (‘)(Z)
)
mod(?2)
with v˜ (‘) ∈Q[Z], deg v˜ (‘)¡e‘f‘ and S1(@m(‘)S2 =@Z)(S2) + v˜ (‘)(S2)∈ I(W (‘)). Then m
(‘)
S2
and v(‘) :=−v˜ (‘) can be obtained from the resultant of the right-hand side of iden-
tity (26) modulo ?2. Using interpolation in the variable Z , this computation can be
performed with space O(e‘f2‘ ) and time O˜(e‘f
2
‘ ).
Our variant of the global Newton–Hensel lifting requires the Rth “initial approxima-
tion” of m(‘)u given by the following expression (compare with (24)):
m˜(‘)u (T
e‘ ; Z) :=
f‘∏
k=1
e‘∏
j=1
(
Z −
R∑
m=m‘
U (-(‘)k (a
(‘)
m ))-
(‘)
k (
−1=e‘
‘ )
m(jm‘ T
m
)
: (27)
Lemma 10. There exists a computation tree which takes as input the polynomials
p(‘); q(‘); f(‘); f(‘)m; i (16k6n); m
(‘)
S2 ; v
(‘), which de?ne the ‘th expansion of the given
system of rational Puiseux expansions of V and form the geometric solution (25) of
W (‘), and computes the dense representation of m˜(‘)u with space O(R‘e‘f‘) and time
O˜(R‘e2‘f
2
‘ ), where R‘ := (R− m‘)e‘f‘ + 1.
Proof. From the de(nition of m˜(‘)u and the variety W (‘) we easily see that T−m‘e‘f‘
m˜(‘)u (Te‘ ; Tm‘Z) equals the characteristic polynomial <u˜ of the polynomial u˜(T; S1; S2) :=∑R
m=m‘ U (f
(‘)
m (S1)) Sm2 T
m−m‘ in the Q-algebra Q[T ]⊗Q[W (‘)] ∼= Q[A1×W (‘)]. Let
us observe that S2 is a primitive element of the extension Q[T ] ,→ Q[A1×W (‘)]
and the input polynomials m(‘)S2 ; v
(‘) also yield a geometric solution of the variety
A1×W (‘).
In order to compute the dense representation of <u˜ we use a straightforward adap-
tation of the algorithm of [40, Lemma 3]. Let M ∈Q(e‘f‘)× (e‘f‘) be the compan-
ion matrix of the polynomial m(‘)S2 . Then the characteristic polynomial of the matrix
N := u˜(T; v(‘)(M); M) equals the characteristic polynomial <u˜.
Let us suppose (rst that R=m‘ holds. Then <u˜ is a pseudo-homogeneous polynomial
whose coe4cients can be computed using [40, Lemma 3] with space O(e‘f‘) and
time O˜(e2‘f
2
‘ ). On the other hand, if R =m‘, taking into account that the algorithm
manipulates polynomials in T of degree at most (R − m‘)e‘f‘, and the fact that the
polynomial m(‘)S2 (Z) does not depend on the variable T , we conclude that the procedure
underlying [40, Lemma 3] can be executed using space O((R − m‘)e2‘f2‘ ) and time
O˜((R−m‘)e3‘f3‘ ). In conclusion, we see that the procedure takes in both cases space
O(((R−m‘)e‘f‘ + 1)e‘f‘) and time O˜(((R−m‘)e‘f‘ + 1)e2‘f2‘ ). Finally, taking into
account that the dense representation of m˜(‘)u can be immediately obtained from that of
<u˜ (nishes the proof of the lemma.
Now we can describe the algorithm computing an arbitrary approximation in Q(E)[Z]
of the polynomial m(‘)u ∈Q((E))[Z]. This algorithm applies our variant of the global
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Newton–Hensel lifting (Theorem 7), combined with an adaptation of the procedure of
[33, Proposition 7]. For this purpose, following Theorem 7, let Y1; : : : ; Yn be indetermi-
nates over Q, let Y := (Y1; : : : ; Yn), and let us de(ne G(‘)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n ∈Q[S1; S−12 ; S2; T; Y ]
by
G(‘)j := T

j‘Fj
(
Te‘ ;
R−1∑
m=m‘
f(‘)m (S1)(S2T )
m + YTR
)
: (28)
Proposition 11. Let us ?x ;¿0. Then there exists a computation tree which takes
as input the polynomials p(‘); q(‘); f(‘); f(‘)m; i (16k6n); m
(‘)
S2 ; v
(‘), which de?ne the ‘th
parameterization of the given system of rational Puiseux expansions of V and form
the geometric solution (25) of W (‘), and computes an approximation mˆ(‘)u ∈Q(E)[Z]
of m(‘)u in Q((E))[Z] with precision (R+;)=e‘+1 and parameterizations of Y1; : : : ; Yn
in terms of the linear form U up to order (R+ ;)=e‘+ 1, with space and time
O(ne‘f‘(S‘(; + 0m‘e‘f‘) + R‘)) and
O˜(ne‘f‘(T‘ + n4)(; + 0m‘e‘f‘ + (R‘ − 1)e‘f‘));
respectively, where R‘ := (R−m‘)e‘f‘+1, 0 := −1 for m‘¡0 and 0 := 0 otherwise,
and S‘, T‘ denote the space and time complexity required for the evaluation of the
polynomials G(‘)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n .
Proof. Theorem 5 shows that the Newton operator NG(‘) of (18) is well de(ned at
f(‘)R (s1)s
R
2 for any (s1; s2)∈W (‘). Then Theorem 7 shows that from the A := log2(;+
0m‘e‘f‘+1)-fold iteration of the Newton operator NG(‘) we obtain a rational function
mˆu ∈Q(E)[Z] which approximates m(‘)u in Q((E)) with precision (R+ ;)=e‘.
In order to compute mˆu(Te‘ ; Z) we use an adaptation of the procedure of [33, Propo-
sition 7]: we start with the initial approximation provided by the polynomial m˜(‘)u of
(27) and parameterizations of X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of the linear form U up to or-
der R + 1, i.e., elements v˜(‘)1 ; : : : ; v˜
(‘)
n of Q(E)[Z] such that (@m˜(‘)u =@Z)(Te‘; U )Xi ≡
v˜ (‘)i (T
e‘; U )mod(TR+1; m(‘)u (Te‘ ; U )). Then we perform A steps of the global Newton–
Hensel lifting of [33, Proposition 7] applied to the polynomials G(‘)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n .
Applying Lemma 10 we obtain the polynomial m˜(‘)u of (27) with space O(R‘e‘f‘)
and time O˜(R‘e2‘f
2
‘ ). Combining Lemma 10 and the formulae of e.g., [2,56] or [33]
as in the proof of Lemma 9 we obtain the parameterizations of X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of
U up to order R+ 1 with space O(nR‘e‘f‘) and time O˜(nR‘e2‘f
2
‘ ).
Now, applying [33, Proposition 7] we obtain an approximation of m(‘)u with precision
R+ ;+ 1 in Q((T ))[Z] and parameterizations of X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of U up to order
R+ ; + 1 with space and time
O(ne‘f‘(S‘(; + 0m‘e‘f‘) + R‘)) and
O˜(ne‘f‘(T‘ + n4)(; + 0m‘e‘f‘ + R‘));
respectively. Since m(‘)u (Te‘ ; Z) and the parameterizations of X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of U
are elements of Q((Te‘))[Z], replacing Te‘ by E we obtain mˆ(‘)u and the parameteriza-
tions of X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of U up to order (R+ ;)=e‘+ 1.
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Adding the complexity of each step of our procedure the proposition follows.
Now we state the main result of this section:
Theorem 12. There exists a computation tree in Q[E; X ] which takes as input the
straight-line program * de?ning the polynomials F1; : : : ; Fn and the given system of
rational Puiseux expansions, and computes a geometric solution of V with space and
time
O
(
n
g∑
‘=1
e2‘f‘(S‘(0m‘f‘ + 1) + R‘)
)
and
O˜
(
g∑
‘=1
ne2‘f‘(T‘ + n
4)(+ 0m‘f‘ + (R‘ − 1)f‘)
)
respectively, where R‘ := (R−m‘)e‘f‘+1, 0 := −1 for m‘¡0 and 0 := 0 otherwise,
and S‘, T‘ denote the space and time complexity required for the evaluation of the
polynomials G(‘)1 ; : : : ; G
(‘)
n of (28). Furthermore, for any B ¿ 2, such a computation
tree can be randomly constructed with a probability of success of at least 1−1=2B¿ 34 .
Proof. Let U ∈Q[X ] be a generic linear form. Let us (x B¿2. Using the Zippel–
Schwartz test (see [59,68]), we conclude that the coe4cients of U can be randomly
chosen in the set {1; : : : ; 4BnD2} with a probability of success of at least 1−1=2B¿ 3=4,
where D := deg .
Let  := degV . Applying Proposition 11 for 16‘6g with ; := 3e‘− R, we obtain
elements mˆ(‘)u ; vˆ
(‘)
1 ; : : : ; vˆ
(‘)
n (16‘6g) of Q(E)[Z] such that:
(1) mˆ(‘)u (E; Z) ≡ m(‘)u (E; Z) modulo(E3+1),
(2) (@mˆ(‘)u =@Z)(E; U )Xi ≡ vˆ(‘)i (E; U ) modulo(E3+1; m(‘)u (E; U )),
(3) degZ mˆ
(‘)
u 6e‘f‘ and degZ v
(‘)
i 6e‘f‘ − 1 for 16i6n.
These polynomials can be computed with space and time
O
(
n
g∑
‘=1
e2‘f‘(S‘(0m‘f‘ + 1) + R‘)
)
and
O˜
(
g∑
‘=1
ne2‘f‘(T‘ + n
4)(+ 0m‘f‘ + (R‘ − 1)f‘)
)
:
Let v1; : : : ; vn be the elements of Q(E)[Z] parameterizing X1; : : : ; Xn in terms of the lin-
ear form U in V , i.e., satisfying (@mu=@Z)(E; U )Xi ≡ vi(E; U ) mod I(V ) for 16i6n.
From [58, Proposition 1] we see that the orders oE(mu); oE(v1); : : : ; oE(vn) are bounded
from below by −. Combining this observation with properties (1), (2), (3) we con-
clude that the following congruence relations hold in Q((E))[Z]:
Wmu :=
g∏
‘=1
mˆ(‘)u ≡ mumod(E2+1);
Wvi :=
∑
16‘6g
( ∏
‘′ =‘
mˆ(‘
′)
u
)
vˆ(‘)i ≡ vi mod(E2+1):
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Using fast procedures for multiplication and Chinese Remainder Theorem (see e.g.,
[9]), we compute the polynomials Wmu; Wv1; : : : ; Wvn using space O(nD) and time O˜(nD).
Taking into account the estimates
degZ mu = D; degZ vi 6 D − 1; (16 i 6 n);
degE mu 6 ; degE vi 6  (16 i 6 n);
(see [58]), we conclude that mu; v1; : : : ; vn can be computed from the truncated Laurent
series Wmu; Wv1; : : : ; Wvn using PadQe approximants. More precisely, by interpolation in the
variable Z we reduce the computation of the polynomials mu; v1; : : : ; vn to at most
(n + 1)D problems of PadQe approximation of degree at most . Thus, using a fast
algorithm for computing PadQe approximations (see e.g., [9]), we conclude that the
polynomials mu; v1; : : : ; vn can be computed using space O(nD) and time O˜(nD).
Adding the space and time complexity of each step of our procedure we deduce the
complexity estimate of the statement of Theorem 12.
Let us make here a few remarks concerning the hypotheses and complexity estimates
of Theorem 12. First we observe that the parameters S‘ and T‘ can be estimated by
O(S + n) and O˜(T + nR‘), respectively, where S and T are the space and time
complexity of the straight-line program computing F1; : : : ; Fn. Then we have the worst-
case estimates O(n2SD4) and O˜(n4TD4) for the space and time complexity of the
procedure underlying Theorem 12. Nevertheless, these estimates can be improved in
several important cases, such as that with R=m‘ and Q[E](E) ,→ Q[V ](E) an integral
extension. In this case, we have the estimates O((S+n)nDe) and O˜((T+n4)nDe),
respectively, with e := max{e‘: 16‘6g} (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4).
Theorem 12 generalizes the results of [39,58] in the unidimensional case. More
precisely, in case that the “known” -(ber is unrami(ed, our space and time complexity
estimates are O((n +S)nD) and O˜((n4 +T)D), which improve the estimates of
[39] and have the same asymptotic behaviour as those of [58].
The algorithm underlying Theorem 12 proceeds by computing a suitable approxi-
mation of the factors m(‘)u of the minimal polynomial mu=
∏
16‘6g m
(‘)
u of the linear
form U . Observe that for 16‘6g the polynomial m(‘)u is an irreducible polynomial
of Q((E))[Z] (see Section 3). In this sense, this algorithm constitutes an improvement
of the re(nements described in Section 3 of [39] (based on the factorization of the
polynomial mu in Q[E; Z]).
The singular parts (23) can be e4ciently computed from the input polynomials
F1; : : : ; Fn and a geometric solution of an unrami?ed (ber of the morphism , by a
suitable combination of the following algorithmic tools:
• A Newton polygon algorithm for computing the singular parts of a system of rational
Puiseux expansions as in [23] or [66].
• A projection procedure for unrami(ed (bers as in [58].
The asymptotic space and time complexity of such a procedure is roughly O˜(D4+%2)
and O˜(D8 + %2), respectively, where % denotes the geometric degree of the system
F1; : : : ; Fn (in the sense of [28]). Observe that the estimates D66% hold. Nevertheless,
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as we are only interested in particular cases where the singular parts can be immediately
generated (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4), we are not going to use this procedure.
5. Examples
In this section, we apply our algorithmic method in order to compute a geometric
solution of certain zero-dimensional polynomial equation systems. In Section 5.1, we
treat the case of Pham–Brieskorn systems. In Section 5.2, we treat a family of systems
which arise from a semidiscretization of certain parabolic diIerential equations
with nonlinear source terms and nonlinear boundary conditions. Finally, in Section 5.4
we treat a generalization of Reimer systems, which we called generalized Reimer sys-
tems.
In all the above cases, we “deform” the polynomial equation system under consid-
eration to a one-dimensional polynomial equation system satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 7. Then the algorithm underlying the proof of Theorem 12 yields an e4cient
procedure to compute a geometric solution of the original zero-dimensional polynomial
equation system.
5.1. Pham–Brieskorn systems
Let us (x n; d∈N. Let g1; : : : ; gn ∈Q[X ] :=Q[X1; : : : ; Xn] satisfy deg(gi)¡d and
gi(0; : : : ; 0) =0 for 16i6n. Let us de(ne f1; : : : ; fn ∈Q[X ] by
f1 := X d1 − g1; : : : ; f1 := X dn − gn: (29)
A system of this form is called a Pham–Brieskorn system (see e.g., [11,34,35,53]). It
is easy to see that f1; : : : ; fn form a regular sequence of Q[X ] and generate a radical
ideal of Q[X ]. Therefore, f1; : : : ; fn de(ne a zero-dimensional a4ne subvariety V˜ of
An. Our aim is to compute a geometric solution of this variety V˜ .
Let E be an indeterminate over Q and de(ne F1; : : : ; Fn ∈Q[E; X ] by
F1 := X d1 − Eg1; : : : ; Fn := X dn − Egn: (30)
Let V be the a4ne subvariety of An+1 de(ned by the polynomials F1; : : : ; Fn, and let
 : V → A1 be the morphism de(ned by (; x)= . We observe that −1(1)= {1}× V˜
and −1(0)= {0} ⊂ An+1 hold.
In Section 5.3, we exhibit an algorithm which computes a geometric solution of the
variety V . Furthermore, specializing the polynomials of Q[E; X ] which constitute this
geometric solution into the value E=1 we shall obtain a geometric solution of V˜ .
5.2. Systems coming from a semidiscretization of certain parabolic diFerential
equations
In this section, we consider a family of polynomial equation systems which arises
in the analysis of the stationary solutions of a numerical approximation, obtained by
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a semidiscretization in space, of certain parabolic diIerential equations with nonlinear
source terms and nonlinear boundary conditions (see e.g., [13,25]).
Let us (x n; d∈N with d ¿ 2. Let T be an indeterminate over Q, and let
g; h∈Q[T ]\{0} satisfy deg(g)¡d and deg(h)=d. Let us write h= aTd + h1(T ) with
a =0 and deg(h1)¡d. Let f1; : : : ; fn be the polynomials of Q[X ] :=Q[X1; : : : ; Xn] de-
(ned in the following way:
f1 := 2(n− 1)2(X d2 − X d1 )− g(X1);
fi := (n− 1)2(X di+1 − 2X di + X di−1)− g(Xi); (26 i 6 n− 1);
fn := 2(n− 1)2(X dn−1 − X dn ) + 2(n− 1)h(Xn)− g(Xn): (31)
An important case of study is that of the stationary solutions of the porous
medium equation with nonlinear source terms and nonlinear boundary condition (see
e.g. [17,41]). Typical discretizations of this problem lead for example to instances of
system (31) with h :=Td and g :=T (see e.g., [25]).
Let V˜ be the a4ne subvariety of An de(ned by the polynomials f1; : : : ; fn. Our aim
is to exhibit an e4cient algorithm which computes a geometric solution of the vari-
ety V˜ . For this purpose, let f := (f1; : : : ; fn), en := (0; : : : ; 0; 1)∈Qn, G := (g(X1); : : : ;
g(Xn)), and X d := (X d1 ; : : : ; X
d
n ). Let A∈Qn×n be the following nonsingular tridiagonal
matrix:
A := (n− 1)2


−2 2
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
2 −2 + 2a
n− 1


:
Then the polynomials f1; : : : ; fn can be expressed as
ft = A · (X d)t + 2(n− 1)h1(Xn)etn − Gt ; (32)
where t denotes transposition.
In order to solve the system de(ned by the polynomials in (32), we introduce a new
indeterminate E and consider the following polynomials of Q[E; X ]:
(F˜1; : : : ; F˜n)t := A · (X d)t + E(2(n− 1)h1(Xn)etn − Gt)− 2(n− 1)E(1− E)etn:
(33)
Let V be the a4ne subvariety of An+1 de(ned by the polynomials F˜1; : : : ; F˜n and let
 : V → A1 the morphism de(ned by (; x)= . We observe that −1(1)= {1}× V˜
and −1(0)= {0} ⊂ An+1. Since the matrix A is nonsingular, multiplying both sides
of (33) by A−1 we obtain the following polynomials, whose zero set also de(nes the
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variety V :
(F1; : : : ; Fn)t := (X d)t + EA−1(2(n− 1)h1(Xn)etn − Gt)− E(E− 1)vt ; (34)
where v := (n − 1)=2a(1; : : : ; 1). In Section 5.3, we exhibit an algorithm computing a
geometric solution of the variety V . By specializing the polynomials of Q[E; X ] which
constitute this geometric solution into the value E=1 we shall obtain a geometric
solution of our input variety V˜ .
5.3. A common approach to both examples
In this section, we describe an algorithm which (nds a geometric solution of the
variety de(ned by any system of form (30) and (34). Then, we shall specialize the
polynomials of Q[E; X ] which form such geometric solution into the value E=1 in
order to obtain a geometric solution of the variety de(ned by the corresponding system
of form (29) and (31).
Let us (x n; d∈N. For 16i6n, let Hi ∈Q[E; X ] satisfy degHi6d − 1 and 
i :=
Hi(0; 0) =0. Suppose further that we are given a straight-line program computing the
polynomials H1; : : : ; Hn using space S and time T.
For 16i6n, let us de(ne Fi ∈Q[E; X ] by the following expression:
Fi := X di − EHi(E; X ): (35)
Let I be the ideal of Q[E; X ] generated by F1; : : : ; Fn and let V be the a4ne subvariety
of An+1 de(ned by I. Let  : V → A1 denote the restriction to V of the canonical
projection onto the (rst coordinate. Our purpose is to compute a geometric solution of
{1}× V˜ := −1(1).
It is easy to see that any system of form (30) and (34) is a particular instance
of a system of form (35). In order to apply our algorithmic method, we (rst show
in Lemmas 13 and 14 below that the polynomials F1; : : : ; Fn of (35) form a regular
sequence of Q[E; X ], the ideal I ⊂ Q[E; X ] they generate is radical, and the morphism
 is (nite and generically unrami(ed.
Lemma 13. The polynomials F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E; X ] and the
morphism  is ?nite.
Proof. From Buchberger’s (rst criterion (see e.g., [7]), we conclude that for 16i6n
the polynomials F1; : : : ; Fi form a GrXobner basis of the ideal they generate with respect
to the graded lexicographical order induced by the ordering X1¿ · · ·¿Xn¿E. This
implies that the a4ne variety of An+1 de(ned by F1; : : : ; Fi has codimension i for
16i6n. Then F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E; X ].
Furthermore, we observe that the leading monomial of Fi under this order is X di for
16i6n. Therefore, the set {X i11 · · ·X inn : 06i1; : : : ; in¡d} is a basis as Q[E]-module
of Q[E; X ]=I. This proves that  is a (nite morphism.
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For 16i6n, let Gi ∈Q[E; X ] be the following polynomial:
Gi(E; X ) := E−dFi(Ed;EX ):
Let W˜ ⊂ An+1 be the a4ne variety de(ned by G1; : : : ; Gn, and let ˜ : W˜ → A1 be the
morphism induced by the canonical projection onto the (rst coordinate. We claim the
morphism ˜ is generically unrami(ed.
Let us observe that for  =0 we have #(˜−1())= #(−1(d)). Therefore, from the
fact that the morphism  is (nite we easily conclude that ˜ is dominant and dim W˜¿1
holds. Furthermore, from the fact that Q(V ) is a zero-dimensional Q(E)-algebra, we
deduce that Q(W˜ ) is also a zero-dimensional Q(E)-algebra. This shows that W˜ is a
one-dimensional variety.
Let us (x ∈A1. Taking into account that degX Gi(; X )=d for 16i6n, from
the BQezout inequality (see [26,36]) we deduce that deg ˜−1()6dn holds. On the
other hand, for 16i6n we have Gi(0; X )=X di − 
i, where 
i =Hi(0; 0) =0. This
implies that ˜−1(0) has cardinality dn. We conclude that any generic (ber ˜−1() has
cardinality dn.
Lemma 14. I is a radical ideal and the morphism  is generically unrami?ed.
Proof. For a generic choice ∈A1, we have #(˜−1())= #(−1(d))=dn. This implies
that there exists a (ber −1() of cardinality dn. On the other hand, applying the BQezout
inequality (see [26,36]) we see that #(−1())6dn holds for any ∈A1. We conclude
that #(−1())=dn holds for any generic choice of the value ∈A1.
Let  be a generic element of A1. Then dimC C[X ]=(F1(; X ); : : : ; Fn(; X ))=dn=
deg −1(). This implies (see e.g., [20, Corollary 2.6]) that −1() is a smooth va-
riety and the polynomials F1(; X ); : : : ; Fn(; X ) generate a radical ideal of C[X ]. In
particular, we have that the Jacobian determinant JF(; X ) := det(@Fi=@Xj)16i; j6n(; X )
does not vanish on any point x∈An with (; x)∈ −1(). Thus, JF(E; X ) is not a zero
divisor of Q[E; X ]=I and  is generically unrami(ed. Finally, since F1; : : : ; Fn form a
regular sequence of Q[E; X ], from [24, Theorem 18.15] we deduce that the ideal I is
radical.
Let us observe that the origin 0∈An+1 is the only point of −1(0). Therefore, there
are deg()=dn branches of the curve V passing through 0∈An+1.
For F ∈Q[E; X ], let us write F(Ed;EX )=E
f(X ) + O(E
+1), with f =0. We de-
(ne the initial term of F with respect to the weight (d; 1; : : : ; 1) as the polynomial
ind(F) :=f. Let ind(I) ⊂ Q[X ] be the ideal generated by the set {ind(F): F ∈I}
and let W ⊂ An be the a4ne variety de(ned by ind(I).
Lemma 15. W =V (X d1 − 
1; : : : ; X dn − 
n) and G1; : : : ; Gn form a standard basis.
Proof. Let us observe that the set {ind(F): F ∈I} is contained in the set of ini-
tial terms (in the sense of Section 3) of the polynomials of the ideal (G1; : : : ; Gn).
Let F ∈ (G1; : : : ; Gn), and let us write F =E
F˜(E; X ), with 
¿0 and F˜(0; X ) =0.
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Since E is not a zero divisor of the Q-algebra Q[E; X ]=(G1; : : : ; Gn), we conclude
that F˜ ∈ (G1; : : : ; Gn) holds. Then
in(F˜) = F˜(0; X ) ∈ (G1(0; X ); : : : ; Gn(0; X )) = (X d1 − 
1; : : : ; X dn − 
n)
which implies that ind(I) ⊂ (X d1 −
1; : : : ; X dn −
n) holds and G1; : : : ; Gn form a standard
basis. On the other hand,
(X d1 − 
1; : : : ; X dn − 
n) = (ind(F1); : : : ; ind(Fn)
) ⊂ ind(I)
from which the statement of Lemma 15 follows.
Since there are dn branches of V lying above 0 and degW =dn, we conclude that
the system of (classical) Puiseux expansions of the branches of the curve V lying
above 0 has regularity index 1, and the singular parts of its expansions are represented
by the points of W .
Lemmas 14 and 15 show that the polynomials of (35) satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorems 7 and 12. In order to apply the algorithm underlying Theorem 12 to our
input system, we (rst need an explicit description of the set of singular parts of a
system of rational Puiseux expansions of the branches of V lying above 0. For this
purpose, we observe that the set of singular parts is given by
{(Td; (j1
1=d1 T; : : : ; (jn
1=dn T ); 06 j1; : : : ; jn ¡ d} ⊂ SQ[T ]n+1;
where (∈ SQ is a primitive dth root of 1 and 
1=d1 ; : : : ; 
1=dn ∈ SQ are dth roots of 
1; : : : ; 
n,
respectively. Replacing T by 
−1=d1 T we obtain the following system of rational Puiseux
expansions of the branches of V lying above 0:
{(
−11 Td; T; (j2*1=d2 T; : : : ; (jn*1=dn T ); 06 j2; : : : ; jn ¡ d} ⊂ SQ[T ]n+1;
where *1=d2 ; : : : ; *
1=d
n ∈ SQ are dth roots of *2 := 
−11 
2; : : : ; *n := 
−11 
n, respectively. With
the notations of Section 2.2, we have g=1, e1 =d, f1 =dn−1.
Let Y2; : : : ; Yn be new indeterminates over Q. Let
W0 := {((j2*1=d2 ; : : : ; (jn*1=dn ); 06 j2; : : : ; jn ¡ d} = V (Yd2 − *2; : : : ; Y dn − *n):
Then we see that a geometric solution of the variety W0 yields the polynomials
q(1); f(1)2 ; : : : ; f
(1)
n required for the application of the algorithm of Theorem 12.
Let U := E2Y2 + · · · + EnYn be a linear form of Q[Y2; : : : ; Yn] inducing a primi-
tive element of the Q-algebra extension Q ,→ Q[W0]. Let us (x B ¿ 2. Using the
Zippel–Schwartz test (see [59,68]), we conclude that the coe4cients of U can be
randomly chosen in the set {1; : : : ; 4Bnd2n−2} with a probability of success of at least
1− 1=2B¿ 34 .
We now describe an algorithm computing a geometric solution of W0. Let m2; : : : ; mn
∈Q[Z] be the sequence of polynomials de(ned recursively by
m2 := Zd − *2; mi := ResZ˜(E−di (Z − Z˜)d − *i; mi−1(Z˜)) for 36 i 6 n:
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Then the polynomial mn equals (up to scaling by a nonzero element of Q) the minimal
polynomial q(1) ∈Q[Z] of the coordinate function induced by U in the Q-algebra
extension Q ,→Q[W ]. Combining fast algorithms for the computation of univariate
resultants (see e.g., [46]) and univariate interpolation (see e.g., [9]) as in e.g., [33], we
conclude that q(1) can be computed in space O(d2n−2) and time O˜(d2n−2). Combining
this algorithm and the formulae of e.g., [2] or [56] as in the proof of Lemma 9, we
obtain a geometric solution of W0 with space O(nd2n−2) and time O˜(d2n−2). Finally,
applying Theorem 12 we obtain the following result:
Theorem 16. There exists a computation tree computing a geometric solution of the
variety V with space O(nSd2n) and time O˜(Td2n).
The geometric solution provided by Theorem 16 consists of a randomly chosen
linear form U ∈Q[X ] and polynomials mu; v1; : : : ; vn ∈Q[E; Z]. Suppose that the U is
also a primitive element of the original variety {1}× V˜ =V ∩ ({1}×An). Specializing
mu; v1; : : : ; vn into the value E=1, we obtain polynomials mu(1; Z); v1(1; Z); : : : ; vn(1; Z)
of Q[X ] de(ning a (eventually nonreduced) Shape-Lemma-like representation of V˜ .
Therefore, computing a square-free representation of mu(1; Z), and cleaning the multiple
factors of the polynomial mu(1; Z) out of v1(1; Z); : : : ; vn(1; Z) we obtain a geometric
solution of V˜ with the same complexity estimate (see [33] for details).
This result improves the O˜(3nd2n) time-complexity estimate of [50]. Let us also
mention the results of [51], where the authors announce an O˜(d2n) time-complexity
estimate for approximating one root of a Pham system. Comparing our result with the
O˜(Td2n−1) time-complexity estimate provided by the application of the algorithm of
[33] to this case, we see that the performance of [33] is better. Nevertheless, let us
observe that the leading term d2n of our time-complexity estimate can be expressed as
 degE mu and we are dealing in this case with an “ill-conditioned” system, for which
the worst case estimates =dn and degE mu=d
n hold. If the input system satis(es
degE mu  dn, then the performance of [33] does not change, whereas in our time-
complexity estimate the d2n factor reduces accordingly. Furthermore, if degE mu=1,
we achieve the lower bound dn of this factor (see [16]).
5.4. Reimer systems
In this section, we consider another family of examples called (generalized) Reimer
systems (compare [8]). Let us (x n∈N, and let us de(ne f1; : : : ; fn ∈Q[X ] :=
Q[X1; : : : ; Xn] in the following way:
fi := 
i +
n∑
j=1
ai; jX i+1j ; (36)
where ai; j ; 
i (16i; j6n) are generic elements of Q (see Lemma 17 below) with

i; ai; i =0 for 16i6n. Let V˜ be the a4ne subvariety of An de(ned by f1; : : : ; fn.
Our purpose is to compute a geometric solution of V˜ .
Our next result shows that V˜ has dimension zero and degree (n+ 1)!.
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Lemma 17. Let U := (Ui; j)16i; j6n be a matrix of indeterminates and let H1; : : : ; Hn
be the elements of Q[U; X ] de?ned in the following way:
Hi := 
i +
n∑
j=1
Ui; jX i+1j :
Then there exists a nonempty Zariski open set U ⊂ An2 with the following property:
for any u∈U, the aAne subvariety of An de?ned by the polynomials H1(u; X ); : : : ;
Hn(u; X ) has dimension 0 and degree (n+ 1)!.
Proof. Let Z be the a4ne variety of An2+n de(ned by H1; : : : ; Hn and let U : Z → An2
the morphism de(ned by U (u; x)= u. Let ˝ be the prime ideal of Q[U ] generated
by the set {Ui; j; 16i; j6n; i = j}. We claim that H1; : : : ; Hn form a regular sequence
of Q[U ]˝[X ].
In order to prove this claim, following [38], we de(ne a “triangular” sequence
(R(i)j )16i6n; i+16j6n ⊂ Q[U; X ] in the following way:
• R(1)j :=ResX1 (H1; Hj) for j=2; : : : ; n.
• R(i)j :=ResXi(R(i−1)i ; R(i−1)j ) for 26i6n− 1 and i + 16j6n.
From elementary properties of the resultant we see that R(i−1)i is a nonzero element of
Q[U; Xi; : : : ; Xn]∩ (H1; : : : ; Hi), with degX R(i−1)i =degXi R(i−1)i . Furthermore, a recursive
argument shows that the coe4cient of the highest power of Xi occurring in R
(i−1)
i
does not belong to the prime ideal ˝. We conclude that H1; : : : ; Hi de(ne an ideal
of Q[U ]˝[X ] of Krull dimension n − i. This implies that H1; : : : ; Hn form a regular
sequence of Q[U ]˝[X ].
Furthermore, the polynomial R(n−1)n gives an integral dependence equation for the
coordinate class of Xn in the ring Q[U ]˝[X1; : : : ; Xn]=(H1; : : : ; Hn) over the ring Q[U ]˝.
Then a recursive argument with the polynomials R(i−1)i for 16i6n shows that
Q[U ]˝ ,→ Q[U ]˝[X1; : : : ; Xn]=(H1; : : : ; Hn) (37)
is an integral Q-algebra extension.
We conclude that there exists a Zariski neighborhood U˜ ⊂ An2 of V (˝) such
that U |Z∩(U˜×An) : Z ∩ (U˜×An)→ U˜ is a (nite morphism and Z ∩ (U˜×An) is an
equidimensional variety of dimension n2. This shows that for any choice of u∈ U˜ the
variety Z ∩ {U = u}= −1U (u) has dimension 0.
Now we show that the existence of the Zariski open set U⊂ U˜ of the statement
of the lemma. First, we observe that the BQezout inequality (see [26,36]) implies
deg(−1U (u))6d
n for any u∈ U˜. On the other hand, for any nonsingular diagonal matrix
u(0) ∈ U˜ we have deg(−1U (u(0)))= (n+1)!. We conclude that there exists a non-empty
Zariski open set U ⊂ U˜ such that deg (−1U )(u)= (n+ 1)! holds for any u∈U.
Let us observe that for any u∈U we have that C[X ]=(H1(u; X ); : : : ; Hn(u; X )) is a
(nite-dimensional C-vector space of dimension at most (n + 1)!. On the other hand,
we have #(−1U (u))= (n+1)!. We conclude that the polynomials H1(u; X ); : : : ; Hn(u; X )
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generate a radical zero-dimensional ideal of C[X ], and hence the Jacobian deter-
minant JH (u; X ) := det(@Hi=@Xj)16i; j6n(u; X ) does not vanish on any point x with
(u; x)∈ −1U (u). This implies that JH does not vanish on any point of Z ∩ (U×An).
In order to solve a system of form (36) with a := (ai; j)16i; j6n ∈U, let us introduce
an indeterminate E over Q and the following elements of Q[E; X ]:
Fi := 
iEi+1 + ai;iX i+1i +
∑
16j6n
j =i
ai; jEX i+1j (16 i 6 n): (38)
Let V be the a4ne subvariety of An+1 de(ned by F1; : : : ; Fn and let  : V →A1 be
the morphism de(ned by (; x) := . We have −1(1)= {1}× V˜ and −1(0)= {0} ⊂
An+1. We are going to show that F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E](E)[X ] and
generate a radical ideal of Q[E](E)[X ], and the morphism  is dominant and generically
unrami(ed.
For this purpose, let us de(ne G1; : : : ; Gn ∈Q[E; X ] in the following way:
Gi := E−(i+1)Fi(E;EX ) = 
i +
n∑
j=1
gi; jX i+1j ;
where gi; j := ai; j E for i = j and gi; i := ai; i. Let W˜ be the a4ne subvariety of An+1
de(ned by G1; : : : ; Gn, and let ˜ : W˜ →A1 be the morphism de(ned by ˜(; x)= .
Observe that g(1)∈U holds, where U⊂An2 is the Zariski open set of the statement
of Lemma 17. Therefore, for a generic choice ∈A1, we have g()∈U. Taking into
account the remarks after the proof of Lemma 17, we conclude that ˜ is dominant and
generically unrami(ed.
Finally, since #(˜−1())= #(−1()) holds for any  =0, we deduce the following
result:
Lemma 18. The morphism  is dominant and generically unrami?ed.
On the other hand, we have the following result:
Lemma 19. F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence in Q[E](E)[X ] and generate a radical
ideal of Q[E](E)[X ].
Proof. For 16i6n, let Fˆi ∈ [E; X0; : : : ; Xn] denote the homogenization of the polyno-
mial Fi with respect to the variables X . We have Fˆi ≡ ai; iX i+1i mod (E). Following
[38], we de(ne the following “triangular” sequence (Rˆ(i)j )16i6n; i+16j6n of Q[E; X ]:
• Rˆ(1)j :=ResX1 (Fˆ1; Fˆ j) for j=2; : : : ; n.
• Rˆ(i)j :=ResXi(Rˆ(i−1)i ; Rˆ(i−1)j ) for 26i6n− 1 and i + 16j6n.
From the elementary properties of the resultant we deduce that Rˆ(i)j is an homoge-
neous polynomial of (Fˆ1; : : : ; Fˆj) ∩Q[E; X0; Xi+1; : : : ; Xn]. Furthermore, taking into ac-
count the congruence relation Fˆi ≡ ai; iX i+1i mod (E), a simple recursive argument shows
that Rˆ(i−1)i ≡ ciX mii mod(E) holds for suitable ci ∈Q\{0} and mi ∈N. This shows that
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the coe4cient of Xmii in R
(i−1)
i does not belong to the prime ideal (E)⊂Q[E]. Spe-
cializing the variable X0 into the value X0 = 1, with a similar argument as in the proof
of Lemma 17 we conclude that F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E](E)[X ] and
Q[E](E) ,→ Q[E](E)[X ]=(F1; : : : ; Fn)
is an integral Q-algebra extension.
Finally, since F1; : : : ; Fn form a regular sequence of Q[E](E)[X ], and the morphism 
is generically unrami(ed, applying [24, Theorem 18.15] as in Lemma 14 we conclude
that the ideal generated by F1; : : : ; Fn in Q[E](E)[X ] is radical.
Let us observe that the origin 0∈An+1 is the only point of −1(0). Therefore, there
are deg()= (n+ 1)! branches of V passing through 0∈Cn+1.
For any F ∈Q[E](E)[X ], let us write F(E;EX )=E
F˜(E; X ) with F˜ ∈Q[E](E)[X ]\
(E)Q[E](E)[X ]. We de(ne the initial term of F with respect to the weight (1; : : : ; 1) as
in1(F) := F˜(0; X ). Let I be the ideal of Q[E](E)[X ] generated by F1; : : : ; Fn, and let
in1(I)⊂Q[X ] be the ideal generated by the set {in1(F) : F ∈I}. Let W :=V (in1(I))
⊂An.
Lemma 20. W =V (a1;1X 21 −
1; : : : ; an; nX n+1n −
n) and G1; : : : ; Gn form a standard basis
in Q[E](E)[X ].
Proof. Let us observe that the set {in1(F): F ∈I} is contained in the set of
initial terms (in the sense of Section 3) of the polynomials of the ideal (G1; : : : ; Gn)⊂
Q[E](E)[X ]. Let F ∈ (G1; : : : ; Gn) and write F =E
F˜(E; X ), with 
¿0 and
F˜(0; X ) =0. Since E is not a zero divisor of the Q-algebra Q[E](E)[X ]=(G1; : : : ; Gn),
we conclude that F˜ ∈ (G1; : : : ; Gn) holds. Then
in1(F˜) = F˜(0; X ) ∈ (G1(0; X ); : : : ; Gn(0; X )) = (a1;1X 21 − 
1; : : : ; an;nX n+1n − 
n);
which implies that in1(I)⊂ (a1;1X 21 − 
1; : : : ; an; nX n+1n − 
n) holds and G1; : : : ; Gn form
a standard basis. On the other hand, we have the inclusion
(a1;1X 21 − 
1; : : : ; an;nX n+1n − 
n) = (in1(F1); : : : ; in1(Fn)) ⊂ in1(I)
from which the lemma follows.
Since there are (n + 1)! branches of V lying above 0 and degW =(n + 1)!, we
conclude that the system of (classical) Puiseux expansions of the branches of the
curve V lying above 0 has regularity index 1, and the singular parts of its expansions
are represented by the points of W .
Lemmas 18–20 show that the polynomials F1; : : : ; Fn of (38) satisfy all the hypotheses
of Theorems 7 and 12 (see the remark right before Section 3.1). In order to apply the
algorithm underlying Theorem 12 we need a description of the singular parts of the
branches of V lying above 0. A similar argument as in Section 5.3 shows that, with the
notations of Section 2.2, g=1, e1 = 1 and f1 = (n+ 1)! in this case. Hence, we have
that a geometric solution of the variety W yields the polynomials q(1); f(1)1 ; : : : ; f
(1)
n
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required for the application of Theorem 12. Such a geometric solution can be obtained
in space O(n(n + 1)!2) and time O˜((n + 1)!2), using a similar algorithm to that of
Section 5.3. Finally, applying Theorem 12 we obtain the following result:
Theorem 21. There exists a straight-line program computing a geometric solution of
the variety V with space O(n(n+ 1)!2) and time O˜((n+ 1)!2).
In order to obtain a geometric solution of the variety {1}× V˜ = −1(1) from the
geometric solution of V provided by Theorem 21, we proceed in a similar way as in
Section 5.3 (see the remarks after Theorem 16).
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